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Abstract — This study aims to identify an effective management accounting and reporting concept for efficient
outsourcing performance in sustainable organizations. Existing reporting norms of the “Systemanalyse und
Programmentwicklung (SAP)” platform, used in JSC "Russian Railways" (further Russian Railways) were
analysed. Thereby, in the paper a method of the formation of internal management accounting and reporting
on the costs of outsourcing were developed. Currently, the analysis of the reports and effectiveness of
outsourcing is based on the technique comparison “costs on outsourcing should be less than the cost of own
units”. Effective analysis should include not one, but several factors and be based on multi-criteria approach.
The main influence on the variation of such determinants as cost, productivity and staff members outsourcing
has when the volume of production and prices are constant. According to the features of railway transport
enterprises, existing method has been completed with statistical. It shows how outsourcing changed the
performance of the company and by what factors - the average cost, or productivity, or staffing or due to
variations of all three factors simultaneously. Further, the results of quantitative data analysis will be used to
identify an effective management accounting in sustainable organizations while supporting the development
of outsourcing.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Since 2008, the impacts of the financial crisis had a great influence on the global economy.
Along with a variety of challenges, e.g. availability and prices of resources, technological change
and strong globalisation of the market, the pressure on the financial structures increased for
organizations and companies. Therefore, it is crucial for them to use modern management
instruments and methods to reduce costs, optimize financial and corporate structures and increase
the efficiency.
According to the law of the firm, developed by Coase [2], an organization or company is
efficient, when the costs of their business transactions are less than the costs of similar operations
carried out by the market. Thereby, a limit is reached, when the costs of non-core business
processes are higher than on the market.
One of the instruments that are appropriate to overcome this limitation is “outsourcing”. By
outsourcing companies can reduce their costs and at the same time simplify their corporate
structure. Furthermore, the creation of innovations and the development of new technologies are
supported [1].
However, still in some major industry countries guidelines that regulate, control and increase the
efficiency of outsourcing do not exist. For example, there is even no definition of “outsourcing” in
Russian legislation.
Railway transport is one of the most important components of the Russian's economy. This is one
of the key strategic state mechanism that supports the performance of all industries. Railways have
not only transport and communication function, but are "donors" of some Russian regions. Therefore
the role of the railway transport in Russia is very significant, as it is a great component of railway
logistic in the prices on products, works, services. Outsourcing was intended to reduce the costs of
non-core business processes and to focus on the core business – transportation processes.
Nevertheless, more than ten years practice showed, that to improve the application of outsourcing
on Russian railways it is crucial to develop of methods of accounting and controlling of costs. The
lack of managerial control and accounting system for the calculation of the costs on outsourcing,
including all transaction costs leads to inefficient projects.
As a best practice example, a group of experts in cooperation with leading organizations (e.g.
IBM Deutschland Business Services GmbH; Cognizant Technology Solutions GmbH;
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PricewaterhouseCoopers AG WPG; ect.) developed a norm for “outsourcing of technology driven
knowledge-intensive business services” in Germany in 2010 (DIN SPEC 1041 of the Deutsches Intitut
für Normung e. V.). The included guidelines for outsourcing processes mainly focus to assist small
and medium sized enterprises. Major issues are the auditing and (cost-) controlling of the
outsourcing processes.
Furthermore, Lamminmaki [12] notes that the main principle of the development of outsourcing
has to be a centralized control of service providers and accounting of the costs. Modern
accounting and controlling systems are one of the most important functions of management and
an important source of information for management decision making. An absence of cost
controlling and accounting would guarantee the failure of any outsourcing project.
II.

METHOD

The concept of outsourcing was formulated in the studies of Anglo-American literature. One of
the most common definitions of outsourcing and its main principles was developed by Heywood in
2001 [10]. According to him, outsourcing is a way of corporate business optimization by the
concentration of resources on the main performance and transferring non-core functions (business
processes). He defined that the main principle of outsourcing is a long-term contract with external
specialized organizations, who own the relevant know-how, experience and technical equipment.
The theoretical background of outsourcing can be explained in terms of the classical theory of
microeconomics. The division of labor is an important principle of an effectively organized
economic system [17]. In 1867, Marx scientifically substantiated the historical inevitability and
progressive division of labor, determining its value for each economic system.
An overview of this research area showed that outsourcing is mostly considered from the view of
transaction cost theory (TCE) [2, 23] and resource-based view (RBV) [1].
According to the TCE paradigm, the correlation of the costs of implementing transactions
through the market and within the firm is determined a choice of "make or buy" [23].
The RBV approach became a new standard in the development of competitive analysis. One of
the strengths of the RBV is that it explains in an understandable way why companies are successful
as well as an application of a competence-based approach to practice and development of
competitive strategies of the organization.
According to international studies [9, 10, 14] outsourcing is one of the priority tools for improving
corporate efficiency. Thereby, outsourcing significantly improves the business performance and
optimizes corporate business processes.
A variety of international researchers, e.g. Dabhilkar and Bengtsson (2008), Dankbaar (2007),
Jiang et al. (2007), Power et al. (2006), Larson and Kulchitsky (1999), Gilley and Rasheed (2000),
Jiang et al.(2006) and Salimath et al.(2008) [3, 4, 7, 11, 12, 16, 19] analysed the positive effects of
outsourcing on the elasticity of production and the market value of sales as well as the negative
impact on innovation capacity, quality and the speed of performance.
In the paper of Lamminmaki [14] interview and survey data have been collected to research the
nature and antecedents of accounting systems involved in outsourcing decision-making and
control in the hotel industry. It has been found that there is “considerable cross-hotel variation in the
degree of accounting system involvement in outsourcing management” [14].
In spite of the fact that there are a lot of studies for outsourcing, within the analysis, a critical
need in centralizing the outsourcing processes, accounting and reporting methods of costs on
Russian Railways was identified.
The history of outsourcing on railway transport in Russia is older than ten years and the list of
professions, jobs and services for outsourcing counts eighty positions [20]. Outsourcing is an
effective tool for optimizing operational and financial structure of the business entity actively used
in railway transport. The use of outsourcing allows the company to concentrate on the main
business – transportation processes, to raise its efficiency, increase the quality of production and
services by rendering tasks or business processes [16].
Outsourcing is applied on the majority of railway branches, but not everywhere it is possible to
consider its application optimum as it increases the costs and impairs the quality of works and
services of Russian Railways. An integral part of any economic process is an effective use of
financial resources. Nevertheless, in practice, Russian Railways mainly determined and accounted
for the context of managerial accounting only "visible" costs on outsourcing.
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Formation, development and organization of managerial accounting was researched by a lot of
international authors. Drury [5] describes managerial accounting as identification, measurement,
data collection, analysis, interpretation and communication of required information to manage
business processes. The main purpose of cost accounting is the costing of production and services.
Cost accounting is a managerial accounting in combination with financial reports.
According to the approach of Russian researcher Sheremet [20], managerial accounting is a
subsystem of accounting that within one organization provides its administrative staff information,
used for planning, management and control of organization. Management accounting covers all
the accounting information necessary for management within the organization.
The analysis of different approaches to the definitions of managerial accounting in this paper
ascertained a conclusion that it is a system, primarily aimed to obtain managers accurate
information to increase the quality of their economic and financial decisions.
Numerous publications of researchers had a different range of opinions, nevertheless accounting
and analytical support of outsourcing processes on Russian Railways has not yet been sufficiently
developed.
The efficiency of the outsourcing transaction on Russian Railways is determined as the difference
between the results of outsourcing (organization provided outsourcing services) and incurred costs
of Russian Railways. The method of calculation was developed by Railways Institute in 2006. It
described in details the regulations on the use of outsourcing in different branches. Furthermore, it
also describes the preparation of the decision on the use of outsourcing and performance
monitoring of outsourced works, services.
In this study, the methods of expert judgments and comparative analysis showed that in the
company there is no detailed account of the costs for establishing the necessary legal framework
for the implementation outsourcing cooperation.
While the analysis of expert judgments identified that for outsourcing on all phases of the life
cycle of the outsourcing contract it is necessary to consider all incurred costs, which are
determined by the structure formation of the outsourcing agreement (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Structure of the lifecycle of outsourcing contract [6]
The conclusion of agreements involves risks, which must be analyzed, identified and as far as
possible minimized in the process of outsourcing contractual relations.
The results of the analysis showed, that the management of Russian Railways does not consider a
significant amount of labor costs that were included on the proposed lifecycle of outsourcing
contract (Fig. 1). To ensure the legal protection of the outsourced contract lawyer staff involved for
the examination of the contract, monitoring the terms and conditions etc. are crucial. Ensuring the
information security provided by lawyer and information departments is necessary too. By solving
the problems of intellectual property not only members of the lawyer departments, but also
employees of departments of intellectual property are involved. That, undoubtedly, leads to the
diversion of labor resources and increases additional costs.
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Formation rates of services requires a significant diversion of resources, as this procedure involves
high time costs. An important role play highly qualified economists, as well as mid-level managers.
However, that increases the costs of the formation of the contract with outsourcers.
Furthermore, in this sector of responsibility are tenders, competitions and market analysis, which
also effect the labor costs of employees involved in outsourcing contracts on Russian Railways.
A very significant part takes the coordination work, involving not only the implementation of an
effective monitoring of activities in cooperation between Russian Railways and service providers.
Moreover, it is the implementation of control measures for the main indicators of their work. In this
regard, the derivation of labor going, e.g., the work that has to be paid.
We have to assume that not all the contracts are fully implemented. Usually the reason is
insufficient quality of works and services. Further reasons might be changes of the economic
situation in the country. Therefore, an agreement should provide feasibility of anticipatorily
termination of the outsourcing contract. This will minimize the risks arising from the termination of the
transaction.
Within the analysis, a critical need in centralizing the outsourcing processes on Russian Railways
was identified.
Thus, at present, all the labor costs of employees involved in the preparation and maintenance
of the outsourcing contract, in managerial accounting are not directly related to the formation of
the outsourcing relationship and lost in the total fixed or operating costs. In such system, it is
impossible to conduct additional analysis.
In this regard, in this paper it is proposed managerial accounting to allocate the staff costs of
involved employees directly to the exact outsourcing contract. This will allow to conduct a detailed
analysis of the effectiveness of labor. This, in turn, has a positive effect on the optimization of
structural work of the departments.
The volume of labor costs to outsourcing processes is proposed to calculate with a developed
formula (1):
LCout =

,

(1)

LCout - labor costs for the employees supported outsourcing processes(thousand rubles);
- average monthly salary of involved employes (thousand rubles);
t - monthly spent time (hour);
tout - time spent directly to support outsourcing processes (hour).
In the initial phase of the contractual process, it is recommended to create a method of
regulated norms of time spent on supporting outsourcing contracts. On the base of such norms
there has to be the card of time costs (photo of the work day) and the average norms for the
relevant period of time have to be set.
In the future, the time spent to support the outsourcing agreement is proposed to regulate the
relevant technical requirements and prescribe norms for time-consuming of the employer for each
type of outsourcing contract.
Then, the total costs will be determined as the sum of multiplication of labor costs (on support
outsourced processes) on the number of involved employees.
Thereby, these costs can be analysed in various ways, including in the way of “price” of legal
and controlling supporting outsourcing contracts for Russian Railways. Moreover, the specification
of costs on outsourcing will increase the efficiency of decision-making. Furthermore, it will provide
access to information, which allows to increase quality, reduce price, labor costs and increase the
transparency of the industry.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study the report forms of managerial accounting, reflecting the costs of Russian Railways
were analysed. The analysis showed the absence of the information for financial analysis and
decision-making. All the costs on outsourcing are calculated in the category “other costs”. Since
the financial analysis is an integral part of an effective mechanism for outsourcing in this paper
proposes a consolidation of the costs categories on outsourcing for the creation of the managerial
reporting form (table 1). The proposed data will contribute to the efficiency analysis of financial
results and support decision-making processes.
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Nowadays there are two main approaches to measurement and assessment the efficiency of
outsourcing: single-criteria and multiple-criteria analysises. Within the single-criteria approach the
influence of outsourcing only on one indicator of the enterprise is estimated: economy or
additional income. While multiple-criteria approach the influence of outsourcing on different
characteristics of production and economic activity of the enterprise is estimated.
Single-criteria approach were developed first. Therefore, it is important to note that, although the
term "outsourcing" has appeared in the common research and practical language relatively
recently, substantially similar phenomenon existed in the economy of Russia from the period of
planned economy. This phenomenon called "the change of specialization of production". To assess
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Clearing
of the
Main
station

Branch department

Management of
railway stations

Controlling area
(branch)

Kyibishev
Railway –
branch of
JSC
"Russian
Railways"

Manufactory area
–

Bookkeeping
account

1612,3

Costs on information
provision
183,8

Costs on negotiations
and formation rates of
works, services
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195,2

Costs on the legal
support of the contract
159,6

23013401502

Branch enterprise

Samara Mainstation

Name of
the works,
services

178,3

Costs on the
supporting of the
contracts that use
intellectual property
rights
Costs on coordination
work
189,4

Price on
outsourced
works,
services
according
to the
contract

116,0

Transaction costs

Total costs,
including
transactio
n costs

2634,6

Costs center

Costs on
the works,
services,
provides
by Russian
Railways
enterprise

2956,3

Costs on the ensuring of
the save termination of
the contract

Table 1: Managerial reporting form of the costs on outsourcing process on Russian Railways, thousands of rubles

an effect from this change manufacturing costs of the product in the period before and after outsourcing were evaluated.
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Financial
result of the
use of
outsourcing

321,7
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In particular, this formula do not take into account such important disadvantages of outsourcing
as: dependency from outsourcer, loss of competencies, the impossibility of complete control over
the quality of process, etc. Understanding of the weaknesses of single-criterion approach led to the
appearance of multi-criteria methods. Structurally, they all have the form of assessment criteria.
Kotliarov (2010) [13] notes the weaknesses of multi-criteria approach. According to him “... it is
existing the problem of “compensation”, as in every additive technique. The deterioration of the
value of one or more criteria can be compensated by an increase of the value of other criteria,
and as a result the cumulative effect of outsourcing can be positive ...”.
Base on the research we propose an alternative approach to the analysis of outsourcing which
would eliminate the shortcomings inherent in the approaches, used today, i.e. would consider not
one, but several factors (unlike single-criteria approach), and excluding compensation of the
factors (unlike multi-criteria) (equations 2, 3, 4 and 5).
As it was said above, the new approach will take into account not one, but several factors and
was developed on the basis of multi-criteria approach, thus exclude the possibility of compensation
of factors.
Outsourcing has the main influence on the variation of such determinants as cost, productivity
and staff members when the volume of production and prices are constant. According to the
features of railway transport enterprises, the existing method has been completed with statistical
approach. An effect of outsourcing can be estimated by the influence of the value change of
different factors.
(2)
where:
E – effect (losses) (thousand rubles);
- value change of the indicators
S – average primary cost (thousand rubles);
W – labor productivity (goods/hours employees);
N – number of staff members (employees).
(3)
or

(4)

where:
upper value «+» – a posteriori;
«–» – a priori.
(5)
where:
upper value «+» – a posteriori;
«–» – a priori.
Where:
E1 – effect (losses) from the variation of average prime cost (thousand rubles);
E2– effect (losses) from the variation of labor productivity (thousand rubles);
E3 – effect (losses) from the variation of staff members (thousand rubles);
E – total effect (losses) from the variation of all three factors (thousand rubles).
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Proposed approach shows how positive, or negative outsourcing changed the performance of
the company and by which factors - the average primary cost, or productivity, or staffing or due to
variations of all three factors simultaneously.
The organization of outsourcing in Russian Railway should represent a flexible element of an
economic mechanism which is constantly analysed and changed so as to find the best variant,
providing decrease in operational costs of the organization.
In our research we found out, that to achieve advantages and to meet the requirements of
outsourcing applications, it is necessary to concentrate on the following directions of its
development:
 transition from outsourcing of separate technological operations to outsourcing of production
cycles connected with rendering of finished kinds of works and services;
 increase in geographical scales of outsourcing application.
Thereby, the forms of outsourcing can be very versatile.
Thus, the potential of the outsourcing mechanism in Russian Railways is great. If managers of the
company follow the above described recommendations, it will allow obtaining statistical data
about all the costs of the company and will lead to making justified management decisions in the
field of outsourcing.
The proposed approaches for improving the organisational and methodological aspects of
accounting and analysing of the costs will provide information to stakeholders at different levels
and improve the efficiency of financial and economic activities.
The use of described classification of transaction costs will lead to an adjustment of the costs of
railway companies on outsourcing and increase its profitability. Thereby, these costs can be
analyzed in various ways, including in the way of “price” of legal and controlling supporting
outsourcing contracts for Russian Railways. Moreover, the specification of costs on outsourcing will
do decision-making more efficient. Furthermore, provide access to information, which allows
increase quality, reduce price, labor costs and increase the transparency of the industry.
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